
At the beginning of July we left the rising
temperatures of Kitwe for time in the UK. Some 20

or so hours later we were back in Shropshire, closely
followed by the sun! Pollution, dust, streams of vehicles
and crowds of people had been exchanged for clean air,
fields, fascinating badgers, woodlands, green hills and
country lanes. Wendy had had an intensive few weeks
with her music students making final preparations for
their ABRSM exams. Taliesin and Tsunami were among
those who took their instrumental exams and now have a
grade 4 cello, and grade 2 and 4 piano qualifications
between them. By the time we had left Kitwe second
semester was well under way and Glen had several
weeks lecturing with his students before handing over the
classes to Rev Steven Chibubi. Steven is a senior
member of staff at St. John's Anglican seminary and has
a history of teaching biblical studies at the UCZTC.Shortly before our departure the college's chief

librarian, Dennis Sikazwe, returned from study leave
to resume his duties. Glen was able to have a break and
the work of the library passed back into expert hands.
Dennis expressed pleasure at the developments that had
taken place in the library during his absence and was
exploring further ways to enhance the information
services at the college. He requested that Glen continue
to be closely involved in the ICT and library.July and October happily allowed us to catch up with

friends and relatives near our home area of Bishop's
Castle. We also took the opportunity to soak in some of
our favourite local pastimes like singing, walking,
making music, tabletop gaming, shows at the local arts
centre and enjoyable dining invitations from friends. In
July we had two trips up to London; one to visit our
excellent cosponsors at Methodist house and another to
collect an atcost hire vehicle from Icthus Motor Mission.
This seven seater was a blessing we used extensively for
most of our furlough.In August Julu received the results from his Cambridge

IGCSE exams. He did very well scoring 2 A*s
(chemistry, physics), 3 As (ICT, English and maths) and a
B (religious studies). If things go to plan, Julu will start
at Chengelo as a fulltime boarder in January. Chengelo
is a Christian school located about 4½ hours from Kitwe
near Mkushi, in the heart of the Zambian farming belt.

It is well developed with good academic facilities,
outdoor education and Christian discipleship
programmes. We are hoping that it will create an
excellent transition between the homecentred life he has
had up to date and the freedom and independence of
young adulthood that is before him.We have also been looking at schooling options for

the younger two and like the look of Amano, a
smaller, developing school that is staffed by a friendly
crew of missionary teachers. Like Julu, Tsunami and
Taliesin have been progressing well academical but could
benefit from the wider social interaction and
extracurricular opportunities which we have failed to
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access in Zambia. It is about 45 minutes drive from us
along a busy (and dangerous) industrial road. Weekly
boarding looks like the best compromise between gaining
the benefits of Amano, having family togetherness,
reducing environment impact and minimising the chance
of vehicle accidents. Kathleen will continue to have her
special educational needs met at home. She will be
missing her siblings but will also have better oneonone
educational input from Mum and Dad.August also found us in Edinburgh for the working

part of our furlough, meeting the friendly staff at
Head Office. Our accommodation was conveniently
located close to the city centre and we walked almost
everywhere. August was also Edinburgh Festival, and we
enjoyed some of the events, catching up with friends and
meeting more, such as Talitha's pen friend from Skye.
Over 3 weeks we managed to take in a good range of free
and paid shows, which partial satisfied our yearning for
arts accumulated during our two and a half year sojourn
in industrial Kitwe.Tsunami's cello teacher lives in Edinburgh so it was

real treat for her to have plenty of live lessons with
Helen rather than relying on the, less than ideal, medium
of Skype. Taliesin embarked on cello lessons to add to
his repertoire of instruments.September was filled with presbytery visits which

were stimulating, stomachfilling, encouraging and
exhausting. Early in the month we were near the English
border in Annandale and Eskdale presbytery. Mid
September took us to the Western Highlands of Lochaber.
We visited many churches and community groups,
meeting the great folk in partnership with us. Hey folks!
The hospitality was great! People interacted really well
with our kids, knowing they were integral to the work.
Show and Tell about the life and work in Zambia was
often followed by questions and discussion. We tried to
communicate how the partnership between the British
churches and the United Church of Zambia was making a
powerful, practical difference. They, in turn, were
inspired by news from the growing, active church in
Zambia. One Chinyanja greeting Mafuta Ya Nkumba (a
verbal offering of the fatty/richest part of the pig) was

reciprocated with a Hundred Thousand Blessings. We'll
need a Gaelic speaker to remind us of that translation?The presbytery folk taught us about the Scottish

people and churches who were involved in mission
locally and abroad. We felt the warmth of their
enthusiasm and support for the partnership that our
presence at the theological college tangibly expresses. It
was good to be able to connect people and communities
to names and places and to collect ideas from churches
all over the country. One thing that surprised us was the
extensive connection that exists between the Scots and
Zambia. Even in at small gatherings in remote parts of
the nation we would often find people who had lived or
worked in Zambia or had friends or relatives who had
done so.After a brief but delightful stay with Wendy's sister

and family in Ireland we returned to Shropshire.
During our second stay in Shropshire we gave
presentations about Zambia in more churches and had
medical visits getting everything in order for our return
to Zambia. With purchasing supplies and seeing to the
administrative side of our British life the time to depart
came round quickly.At Ndola, the heat and humidity struck us and it can

be hard to function in the steamy afternoons. Our
welcome back to Kitwe has been warm and unreserved
with many people exerting themselves to greet us
joyfully and enquire about our travels and welfare. It
feels good to be settled in one place, to see our two dogs
(to wash and deparasite them!) and to feel part of the
fabric.We were agreeably amazed by the outward changes

at Mindolo Ecumenical Foundation campus.
There is a new paved road and smart new signposts on
campus. The theological college is now a university
college with a new academic dean and a newly instituted
registrar. Come January the institution will formally re
open as a university college offering a range of courses in
addition to theology. What the future holds and what our
best contribution towards it will be is not yet clear so
there are interesting times ahead. More anon!!!
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